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Strange Autobiography of 
Frank B. Robinson'' 

• • • 
A BEAUTIFULLY BOUND BOOK, REPLETE WITH FULL 

PAGE ILLUSTRATIONS. UNQUESTIONABLY THIS IS THE 
BOOK EVERY STUDENT WILL WANT. 

In this amazing book, Dr. Robinson takes you into his life from its begin
ning. It tells intimate experiences in childhood. It takes you through the 
years when he was fighting all alone. It gives you the intimate details, 
never before published, of the Federal charges which were preferred against 
him. It tells the inside story of the deportation proceedings. In short, this 
book stands alone. There is no other autobiography quite like it. The pic
tures show Dr. Robinson's entire family, his friends, his travels abroad. In 
fact, it took Dr. Robinson to tell his amazing experience. None but he 
could do this. A checkered life, a happy life, yet a lonesome life. 

IN THIS BOOK YOU SEE A GREAT CHARACTER IN ACTION. 
FOR DR. ROBINSON IS ONE OF THE WORLD'S VERY FEW 
TRUE PROPHETS. HE IS A REAL MAN OF GOD. THIS WORLD 
WILL HAVE CAUSE TO LONG REMEMBER THIS SPIRITUAL 
PIONEER. 

• • • 
THIS HAS BEEN AN EXPENSIVE BOOK TO 
PRODUCE. IT IS WELL WORTH ITS PRICE. 
YOU WILL WANT AN AUTOGRAPHED 
COPY OF THIS BOOK. ORDER IT NOW. 
The price of the autobiography is ................ $5.00 

• • • 
On the back page of this catalog is an order blank. Use it please in 

ordering any of Dr. Robinson's works. Address all orders to the "Book Dept.," 
"PSYCHIANA," Inc., Moscow, Idaho, enclosing remittance. 

"PSYCHIANA," Inc. 
Moscow, Idaho, U. S. A. 



~~cRUCIFIED GODS GALORE'' 
This is the book which confounds those who believe that Almighty God 

gave to them all truths of His Great Kingdom. It proves beyond any shadow 
of doubt that every fundamental belief of the Christian religion existed 
ages before in religions which the Christian church now calls "pagan." 
This book, and what it contains, has never been refuted by any churchman 
or theologian. IT CANNOT BE REFUTED. In it you will find a list of 16 
crucified "gods" all crucified before the supposed time of Christ. You will 
find out also where the entire Christian religion came from. This book was 
formerly published under the title "THE WORLD'S SIXTEEN CRUCIFIED 
SAVIORS." Dr. Robinson bought the copyright, revised the book, and it 
should be in your home-NOW. 

The price of this book is $3.98 . 

• • • 
~~GLEAMS OVER THE 

HORIZON" 
This book was written by Dr. Robinson over a period of years, and was 

published by The Metropolitan Press of Portland, Ore., in 1939. The sale of 
the book has been quite unusual. It is full of spiritual dynamite, as are all 
Dr. Robinson's writings. They bite. They take hold. They dispense Spiritual 
Truth, and that is what this world needs. It is the only thing that can ever 
bring it to its senses and make God a living Reality to all. Pagan traditions 
are dealt with in the light of modern happenings, and this beautifully
made book is one you surely should have. 

The price of this book of 328 pages is $3.00 . 

• • • 
~~THE GOD NOBODY I{NOWS" 

This is the first book to come from the pen of Dr. Robinson, shortly after 
the "PSYCHIANA" Movement was born. At the present time, after several 
printings, the demand for this book is increasing, and Dr. Robinson is re
writing and re- editing the book, also enlarging it now. We are not sure 
when it will be available again, but inside of a very few months. If you 
send your order now, as soon as the new and enlarged edition is received, 
your copy will be sent to you. This is the "mellowest" book to come from 
the pen of Dr. Robinson. It's full of love and common sense, yet it does not 
compromise with "orthodoxy." 

This book sells for $2.50 . 

• • • 
~~AMERICA A W AI{ENING" 

This is another book for which the demand is becoming quite insistent. 
It seems that after 13 years of successful operations, the world at large is 
just beginning to realize that it has a true Spiritual prophet in its midst. 
Our books are being demanded at a greater rate than ever before, and this 
book, perhaps the most plain-spoken of them all, gets right down to the 
heart of the fraud in present day theology. Dr. Robinson usually calls a 
spade a spade, and he certainly has done this in this book. You should have 
it in your possession. 

This book costs $2.50. 



~~BLOOD ON THE TAIL 
OF A PIG'' 

This book was released early in 1941, and 30 days later the entire printing 
was almost gone. A second order was placed at once. and this was an order 
of very considerable size. Every U. S. Senator and Congressman received a 
copy of this book complimentary, and scores of letters were received from 
these legislators about the book. It is uncanny. It is weird. It is almost un
believable. If the things written in this book actually happened, then cer
tainly history has never heard of such happenings before. Dr. Robinson 
says, "I have violated every natural law in this home this night, because 
God was in me in my home at 122 South Howard Street. God was in me 
to the very full." But read this book. It probably will outsell all of our 
other books. Remember-if what this book records actually happened-a 
new era of life is very close at hand. 

The price of this book is $1.25. 
(The demand for this book is such that you may have to wait for it. But 

on receipt of your order, a copy will be reserved and mailed as soon as the 
publisher can supply the demand.) 

• • • 
~~wHAT GOD REALLY IS" 

This is a paper covered book which gives in a concise and complete 
manner, what Dr. Robinson believes God really is. This book sells by the 
tens of thousands. You can carry it in your pocket, and you should have it. 

Price $1.00 . 

• • • 
~~Is THE STORY OF JESUS 

CHRIST FACT OR FICTION?" 
Without considering the feelings of "orthodoxy" Dr. Robinson has here 

written straight from the shoulder whether or not the story of Jesus 
Christ is true or untrue. Did this theological character live?-or was his 
supposed history just a repetition of other numerous "crucified gods"? 

The price of this book is $1.00 . 

• • • 
~~sECRET OF REALIZATION" 
Tens of thousands of copies of this book have been sent all over the 

world. Its title tells what it contains-the secret of realization. The book 
is loaded with Spiritual Truth. It will do you lots of good. This is the largest 
selling book to date. "Blood on the Tail of a Pig" however, is selling faster 
than any book we have ever published. The autobiography, of course, will 
be the REALLY BIG book. But "Secret" should be in everyone's possession. 

Price $1.00. 



~~sHALL WE I{NOW EACH 
OTHER BEYOND THE TOMB?'' 

No one knows the answer to this quetsion. But Dr. Robinson probably 
can come closer to giving the correct answer than any man alive. This man 
lives close to God. He knows God. The Power of God manifests through 
everything he does. He should be able to give us a pretty fair idea of 
whether we shall know each other beyond the tomb. This book is a very 
fast seller. and is very popular. 

The price is $1.00 . 

• • • 
THE ~~PSYCHIANA" EMBLEM 
We have a lapel pin, the "PSYCHIANA" Emblem which is worn by 

thousands of our Members. If you would like one, and we believe you 
should wear this proud emblem, we shall be glad to supply you with one. 

Price $1.00 . 

• • • 
~~YE MEN OF ATHENS" 

This book, first published in 1940, is making an enviable record in our 
sales department. When Paul was on the road to Damascus, he saw a sign, 
with this inscription-"TO THE UNKNOWN GOD." This book is based 
upon that sign. Dr. Robinson is trying to reveal to the superstitious just 
who and what God is. Read this book. 

Price is $2.00 . 

• • • 
A'KY OR ALL OF THESE BOOKS WILL BE SENT POSTPAID ON 

RECEIPT OF YOUR ORDER ENCLOSING REMITTANCE. IF YOU 
ORDER ALL OF THESE BOOKS AT ONCE, YOU MAY DEDUCT 10% 
FROM THE AMOUNT. THIS DOES NOT APPLY TO ANY ORDERS L-ESS 
THAN THE ENTIRE AND COMPLETE SET OF THESE BOOKS. SEND 
YOUR ORDERS TO "THE BOOK DEPT.,·• PSYCHIAL~A. INC., MOSCOW. 
IDAHO. 

ORDER BLANK 

Please send me the following books. Check for $ ........................ is enclosed. 

Books wanted ....................................................................................................... . 

I ~~:~··.· .. ·.·.·_· .. ·.·.·.·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_· ·.·. _. _ _._._._._._._._. __ _._ .. _._._._._._._._._._._._. __ ._._._._._._._. _ _._._._._._._._._._._._._._.._._._._._._::::::::::::·:::·:::::::::::::::::::··::::·: 
Address 

City ................................................................... .. State ....................................... . 
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